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Abstract  

This study determines whether there is a relationship between median income and a 

state’s capital gains tax through a regression model. The independent variable is the state’s 

capital gains tax rate alongside other explanatory variables while the explained variable will be 

median income. All the information for the regression comes from the 50 states alongside 

Washington D.C. The p-value for capital gains tax was insignificant, p-value > 0.1, but the 

regression results show that for an increase in the capital gains tax rate by 1%, wage decreases by 

$448.46. Even though the capital gains tax rates were found to be insignificant, the most 

significant variable in determining median income is college education, p-value < 0.01. Using 

this information, federal and state governments should make additional investments for 

university level education.  

Introduction 

A capital gain is a monetary idea characterized as the increase in value of an asset over a 

holding period. An asset includes property, precious metals, real estate, businesses, stocks, 

bonds, etc. A capital gain is realized when the selling cost of the asset is larger than the initial 

price. A capital loss occurs if the selling value is below the initial value. A capital gains tax is a 
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tax on the profit earned from the selling of an asset which has increased in value. Capital gains 

are frequently taxed, and the tax rates are often different within the 50 states. The idea of capital 

gains is related to other key monetary ideas such as rate of return and profit. Capital gains are 

unique because individuals, not just organizations, can accumulate capital gains through regular 

obtaining and selling of assets.  

There has been an ongoing debate amongst economic scholars and politicians about the 

rates which capital gains should be taxed. Many believe that capital gains should be taxed at 

lower rates than income, because the tax does not account for inflation, is a double tax, and 

decreases the amount of money available to businesses. Many economists do not want any profit 

earned from capital gains to be eaten away through taxation and inflation. Furthermore, they also 

argue that since money spent on capital gains is already taxed as income once, a capital gains tax 

only taxes the same pot of money twice. Finally, the tax would decrease the amount of money 

spent on investment. However, there is a large group of experts who believe capital gains should 

be taxed at a higher rate. They argue that capital gains primarily benefit the wealthiest Americans 

and that an increase in the capital gains tax would lead to a decrease in wealth inequality. Both 

sides make strong points in whether the tax rates should be increased or decreased, but it has yet 

to be seen whether the rates make a significant impact on the average American household 

income. 

The hypothesis seeks to measure the effect the top marginal capital gains tax rate has on 

the average household income per state. To not have an omitted-variable bias, there are going to 

be several independent variables alongside the capital gains tax rate. The literature reviewed 

makes some important arguments about whether the taxation of investment income is detrimental 

or neutral to the growth of an economy. However, there is relatively little said about whether 
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decreasing the capital gains tax will help lead to no change or an increase in incomes for the 

average American. If the empirical model does result in there being a link between median 

income and the capital gains tax rate, then states should try to decrease their tax rates if it does 

not affect other significant variables used in the regression model. This would lead to an increase 

in wealth for the average American and should lead to an increase in the GDP of states that make 

this change.   

 The significance of the variables in the regression model should show whether the capital 

gains tax rate is an important determining factor in median income. If the p-value for the tax rate 

is insignificant then the model will show that there is a minimal link between the tax rate and 

income.   

Literature Review  

In Gerald Auten’s paper, “Cutting Capital Gains Taxes” Auten looked at both arguments 

for taxing capital gains as ordinary income and for capital gains receiving special tax treatment 

instead. In the first argument, opponents of decreasing the capital gains tax believe that lowering 

the tax rate would only encourage people to switch income from other sources to capital gains 

thereby not resulting in any net income gains. In the second argument, supporters of decreasing 

the capital gains tax believe that the lower tax rate will encourage more people to invest and save 

in riskier small startups that have the potential more growth later. Auten’s research ends by 

suggesting that more research needs to be conducted to see if the tax rate on capital gains results 

in an overall increase in income and GDP (Auten 10).   

In Leonard Burman’s paper, “Capital Gains Tax Rates, Stock Markets, and Growth” 

Burman looks at the affect the capital gains tax rate has on the returns of the stock market. The 
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author uses the S&P 500 as an index of the growth of the American stock market and more 

broadly the US economy. Burman looks at two significant bills that decreased and increased the 

capital gains tax respectively to measure the effect on the growth of the economy: The Jobs and 

Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2003 and the 1986 Tax Reform Act. Even when capital 

gains taxes were reduced in 2003, the GDP per capita and median income for Americans did not 

increase. Furthermore, average income did not decrease either in 1986 when capital gains taxes 

were increased. Burman concludes his research by stating that the capital gains tax rate has a 

minimal effect on the growth of income (Burman 1).  

In Andrew Meyer’s paper “Should We Ax the Capital Gains Tax?” Meyer discusses the 

two sides of supporting and opposing a decrease in the tax rate on capital gains. For those 

supporting a decrease the primary argument has been a lower tax rate will better account for 

gains lost to inflation and a lower rate will enable people to move around capital more easily. For 

those supporting an increase, the reasoning used has to do with who benefits from a decrease in 

the tax rate. Wealthier individuals make a lot more of their money from capital compared to 

those of a lower socio-economic class, so a decrease in the capital gains tax will not result in an 

increase in the average income. The paper ends by suggesting there may be some growth in the 

overall economy due to a reduction in the tax rate, but average income will not rise (Meyer 1).   

In Natasha Sarin’s paper, “Rethinking How We Score Capital Gains Tax Reform” and 

Owen Zidar’s paper, “The Tax Elasticity of Capital Gains and Revenue-Maximizing Rates” both 

authors believe increasing the capital gains tax rate will not negatively impact incomes in the US. 

They make the argument that a higher capital gains rate may be beneficial to the economy, 

because of the increased government revenue (Sarin 1). Furthermore, both authors believe an 
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ideal capital gains tax rate should be in the range of 38% - 47% compared to the highest federal 

tax rate of 23.8% currently (Zidar 1).    

Previous literature shows that there is no consensus in whether the capital gains tax has a 

significant effect on wages in a state. Leonard Burman suggests there is no correlation between 

the tax and income. Auten and Meyer believed a lower tax would result in higher incomes while 

Sarin and Zidar believed higher taxes would result in growth for the economy but no increase in 

income.  

Empirical Model 

This paper is going to analyze the correlation between the top capital gains tax rate and 

the median income per state using the linear regression model: 

𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒

= 	𝛼 + 𝛽!𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑇𝑎𝑥 + 𝛽"𝐵𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑟#𝑠𝐷𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 + 𝛽$𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑊𝑎𝑔𝑒

+ 𝛽%𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛 +	𝛽&𝐵𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 + 𝛽'𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐 + 𝛽(𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛 + 𝛽)𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟

+ 𝛽*𝐺𝐷𝑃𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ 

The dependent variable is the median household income of each state in US dollars. 

The independent variables are the top capital gains tax rate, education level, minimum 

wage, geographic region, race/ethnic data of each state, and the GDP growth rate in 2021. The 

education level is measured as a percentage of people in a state with at least a bachelor’s degree. 

The minimum wage is the lowest salary a person can earn in a state and if a state does not have a 

minimum wage law, then the federal minimum wage of $7.25/hour is used. The geographic 

region is subdivided into the west, Midwest, northeast, with the exclusion of the south. Racial 

and ethnic data is measured as a percentage of each state’s population which includes black, 
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Hispanic, Asian, other (Native American, multiracial, or Pacific Islander), but excludes white.  

The GDP growth rate is calculated as a percentage increase of a state’s GDP in the fourth quarter 

of 2021. 

Data 

The top marginal capital gains tax rate is the highest rate someone will have to pay for 

capital gains in a certain state including both federal and state taxes. This data comes from the 

Tax Foundation’s Capital Gains State Tax Map. This information has been collected through 

calculations done through the Tax Foundation and state statutes. The median income is the 

median income a household in a state makes per year. This data was collected from the Federal 

Reserve Bank of St. Louis’ report on Household Income by State, Annual. Data on education 

was collected through US Census Bureau’s report on Educational Attainment. Household income 

data and education information were both collected through the 2020 census. Information about a 

state’s minimum wage comes from US Department of Labor. The states are categorized into the 

following four regions: west, Midwest, northeast, and south. Racial and ethnic data comes from 

the Kaiser Family Foundation’s report Population Distribution by Race/Ethnicity. GDP growth 

rate comes from US Bureau of Economic Analysis.  

The table below (Table 1) shows the descriptive statistics of the variables used in this 

regression model.  

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics  

https://taxfoundation.org/biden-capital-gains-tax-rates/
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/release/tables?eid=259515&rid=249
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?t=Educational%20Attainment
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/minimum-wage/state
http://www.kff.org/other/state-indicator/distribution-by-raceethnicity/?currentTimeframe=0&amp;sortModel=%7B%22colId%22%3A%22Location%22%2C%22sort%22%3A%22asc%22%7D
https://www.bea.gov/data/gdp/gdp-state
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Although the minimum and maximum values of the capital gains tax vary greatly, the 

standard deviation of 3.12% is quite small suggesting that the average capital gains tax does not 

differ widely from each state. The capital gains tax rate ranges from 23.8% in Alaska, Florida, 

Nevada, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, and Wyoming to 37.1% in California, with the 

average being 29.01%. The standard deviation of the minimum wage is 2.57 which means the 

minimum wage does not deviate much from the average minimum wage of $9.79. 

The average median income is $68,310 with the minimum being $44,966 in Mississippi 

and the maximum being $94,384 in Maryland. The standard deviation of median income is 

$11,756.34 suggesting that the state which a person lives in affects their income greatly. 

Furthermore, the average percentage of a state with at least a bachelor's degree is 32.71% with a 

minimum of 29.05% in West Virginia and 59.67% in Washington D.C. The standard deviation is 

6.54% which means that educational attainment levels vary widely by state. The mean GDP 
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growth rate is 5.70% with a standard deviation of 2.77%. The minimum growth occurred in Iowa 

where the economy shrank by -2.3% and the maximum growth occurred in Texas with 10.1%. 

Empirical Results  

 There is minimal correlation between the capital gains tax rate and the median income. 

When the capital gains tax rate increases by 1%, the median income decreases by $448.46. 

However, the regression results in table 2 show that the capital gains tax rate is not an important 

determining factor of median income (0.198 > 0.1, not significant).  

Table 2. Regression Results  

 

The following is the regression model using the new coefficients:  
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𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒

= 37851.61 − 448.46𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑇𝑎𝑥 + 1527.14𝐵𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑟#𝑠𝐷𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒

− 246.45𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑊𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 1745.85𝑊𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 546.26𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 7.39𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡

− 289.43𝐵𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 − 53.21𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐 + 680.02𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛 − 448.02𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟

− 274.02𝐺𝐷𝑃𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ 

When regressing alongside the capital gains tax rate, education and race were the main 

determining factors of median household income. States with a more college educated 

population were more likely to see a large increase in median income (p-value is very significant, 

0 < 0.01). States with a larger black population were likely to see a decrease in income (p-value 

is significant, 0.03 < 0.05) while states with a larger Asian population were likely to see an 

increase in income (p-value is very significant, 0.006 < 0.01).  

Geographic region, minimum wage, GDP growth rate, Hispanic, and other did not play a 

large role in determining median income (p > 0.1).  

Conclusion and Policy Implications  

The empirical results show that the capital gains tax rate in a state is not an important 

determiner of income in a state. These empirical results and the results of Leonard Burman’s 

study show that there is minimal correlation between the capital gains tax and median income. 

Gerald Auten’s paper and Andrew Meyer’s paper suggests that lowering the capital gains tax 

may increase incomes and while my regression results show that higher capital gains taxes do 

result in lower median income, the tax variable is insignificant which means it doesn’t result in 

major changes to a person’s income. These results are contradictory to the results of Natasha 
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Sarin’s paper and Owen Zidar’s paper because both of those papers believe increasing the tax 

may help the economy.  

The results of the empirical study suggest that significant investment in college education 

programs will do the most to significantly impact a state’s income. The federal and state 

government should spend more money on state universities and colleges, as these institutions 

lead to a more skilled workforce that can command higher wages. Although this paper was 

primarily focused on taxation rate and income level, further research should be conducted on the 

impact of education on income.  

The main limitation of the empirical study is year from which the data was collected. 

Most of the data collected came from the 2020 census or US government reports from 2021 but 

this information may be dated for a study conducted in 2022. Another limitation of the empirical 

model is it failed the Breusch-Pagan Test and although a log model would end up passing this 

test, some of the race/ethnic variables changed in significance.  

Additional Tests 

Heteroscedasticity: Breusch-Pagan Test (Failed) 

(Log Transformation Regression)  
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Breuch-Pagan Test with Log Transformation: Passed  
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The log model results are similar to the results of the normal regression with college education 

and Asian having significant p-values (0.051 < 0.1 and 0.07 < 0.1). The other differences 

between the log model and the normal model are black is no longer a significant variable (0.96 > 

0.1) while other has become significant (0.051 < 0.1). 

Normal Residuals: Skewness-Kurtosis All Normality Test  

 

Multicollinearity: Variance Inflation Factor (VIF)  
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Ramsey Test:  

 

The Heteroscedasticity (Breusch-Pagan) test did not pass, so to remediate this problem I used a 

log transformation regression which then passed the Breusch-Pagan test. Otherwise, all my other 

tests passed.  
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